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ABSTRACT: Despite their technological relevance, the resistance of soft thermoplastic polyurethanes (TPU) to crack propagation
in cyclic fatigue has never been investigated in detail. In particular, a clear shortcoming in the literature for this class of materials is
the lack of connection between the cyclic fatigue resistance and the large strain behavior that has a fundamental role in defining the
material’s resistance to crack propagation. We demonstrate here for the first time that when the strain-induced stiffening mechanism
of TPU (already observed for large deformation) is combined with the presence of the nonhomogeneous strain, as in the case of
cyclic fatigue, it produces a selective reinforcement in the crack tip area, which is the key to explain the remarkable cyclic fatigue
resistance of TPU. Using commercial TPU with similar modulus (∼8 MPa) but different large strain behavior, we show that the
described mechanism stems from the multiphase nature of TPU and it is not necessarily linked to a specific large strain property as
the case of TPU, which undergoes strain-induced crystallization.

■ INTRODUCTION

Thermoplastic polyurethanes (TPU) are segmented multi-
block copolymers characterized by alternating blocks of soft
segments (SS) and hard segments (HS). The former are
composed of long and flexible polyester or polyether chains
that ensure high deformability, while the latter consist of
urethane-rich hard segments. The TPU typically self-organize
in hard domains (HD), which are generated from the lateral
stacking of HS through physical interactions and hydrogen
bonding. They generally have dimensions of tens of nanome-
ters,1,2 comparable to that of common reinforcing fillers used
in rubbers. TPU can be produced in different grades with
Young’s moduli E ranging from a few MPa to 1.000 MPa.
Among those, soft TPU (E < 10 MPa), where the flexible
chains represent the majority of the material and are physically
cross-linked by the HD, generally show high elasticity and
excellent abrasion resistance at ambient temperatures. Despite
their high price, soft TPU have already found many
applications in fields as sportswear and footwear and are
gaining increasing industrial attention as recyclable alternative
to replace classical filled and vulcanized rubber in structural
applications such as cables, dampers, and belts. One of the
most desirable properties in this kind of structural applications

is the ability to sustain a large number of cyclic loadings at low
stress levels without hazardous rupture of the material. In other
words, they must have an appreciable cyclic fatigue resistance.
In a previous paper,3 we proposed a method to probe the

cyclic fatigue resistance of soft TPU based on the classic
fracture mechanics approach, originally developed for chemi-
cally cross-linked rubbers. We highlighted that during cyclic
deformation, TPU experience a shake down4 and stabilization
of the stress−stretch curve. Provided that the loading and
unloading cycles are conveniently adapted to tackle the effects
of plastic creep, the crack propagation process in standard
notched pure-shear samples can be robustly expressed as crack
propagation per cycle dc/dn as a function of applied energy
release rate G. These preliminary results confirmed the very
high resistance of soft TPU to crack propagation under cyclic
fatigue conditions even for large applied strains. To date, a
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clear shortcoming in the literature for this class of materials
comes from the lack of connection between the cyclic fatigue
resistance and the large strain behavior that has a fundamental
role in defining the material’s resistance to crack propagation.
Although the typical range of bulk strain used in fatigue
experiments is generally considerably lower than the strain at
break in uniaxial tests, the presence of the crack induces
significantly larger local strains at the crack tip.5,6 This strain
concentration is particularly important for TPU since their
structure, and hence the mechanical response, evolves with
applied strain.1,7−11 However, previous studies on the
structural evolution of hard domains with applied strain only
focused on uniaxial tension samples and did not include the
effect of local singularities generated by defects or notches as is
the case for fatigue fracture. Indeed, as proved by Mzabi et al.5

in filled and cross-linked styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR), the
presence of a loaded crack generates a local strain gradient at
the crack tip, the amplitude of which depends on external
loading and on material’s characteristics. To the best of our
knowledge, a comprehensive characterization of the local
morphology induced at the crack tip during a cyclic fatigue
experiment, and the discussion of its effects on the crack
propagation rate for soft TPU has never been carried out.
To understand the effect of a loaded crack on local structural

modifications, it is useful to briefly recall some key results
obtained in the uniaxial extension of TPU.7,9−16 Bonart1 was
among the first authors to investigate the deformation behavior
of TPU using small- and wide-angle X-ray scattering, SAXS,
and WAXS, respectively. He proposed that, for moderate levels
of stretch (λ < 3), the progressive alignment of the SS along
the tensile direction exerts a torque on the HD. As a result, the
HD tend to orient in a transversal direction relative to the
applied load. In a TPU with a low percentage of HS, further
elongation generally corresponds to a reorganization of HD
and alignment along the loading direction. This process,
defined as “restructuring of the cross-linking” by Ishihara,12

consists of breaking and re-forming hydrogen bonds to realign
the hard segments. An excellent summary on X-ray
investigations in deformed TPU with low HS content (weight
percentage about 12%) was provided by Yeh and co-workers.7

In this work, we tested the cyclic fatigue resistance of two
TPU which share very similar small strain properties but
present completely different large strain behavior in uniaxial
tension at ambient temperature: TPU_XTAL which displays a
marked strain-hardening partially due to strain-induced
crystallization (SIC) and TPU_SOFT, which has higher
extensibility and barely visible strain-hardening before rupture.
In addition to the fatigue experiments, expressed by dc/dn vs G
and uniaxial step-cycle tests, we used two additional techniques
to characterize the differences between the bulk and at the
crack tip as the sample is experiencing loading cycles in fatigue:
digital image correlation (DIC) to characterize the strain field
near the crack tip and spatially resolved in situ X-ray wide- and
small-angle scattering analysis (WAXS, SAXS) to detect
structural changes with the number of cycles both in the
bulk and near the tip.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. The used TPU are commercial polyester-based

polyurethane multiblock copolymers produced by BASF, Elastollan
series, with the trade names: 565A 12P and LP9277 10, respectively,
denoted as TPU_XTAL and TPU_SOFT based on their large strain

behavior under uniaxial conditions. The materials were kindly
provided by BASF.

Dog-bone samples had a cross section of 2 mm × 4 mm and were
cut along the injection direction from a 2 mm thick square-plate
injection molded by the Laboratoire de Recherche et Contrôle des
Caoutchoucs et Plastiques (LRCCP). The injection conditions are
reported in Figure S1 and Table S1. The pure-shear geometry is
generally used in cyclic fatigue experiments because the energy release
rate G can be easily calculated and is independent of crack length.17

All pure-shear samples were pre-notched using a fresh razor blade
with a 20 mm cut. The chemical composition of both TPU is not
available since they are commercial products. The number-average
molecular weight Mn and weight-average molecular weight Mw of
TPU_XTAL after injection are 47 and 61 kg/mol, respectively, and
were obtained by gel permeation chromatography (GPC). The values
of absolute molecular weights were extracted from refractive index
and light scattering signals, using a measured dn/dc value of 0.11 mL·
g−1 for the TPU. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was
used for structural analysis of the polymers. Only in the case of
TPU_SOFT, it revealed an absorbance peak around 1640 cm−1,
which may be consistent with the presence of bidentate urea. The
latter is generally associated with stronger interactions than simple
hydrogen bonding in HD18 and may explain the poor solubility of
TPU_SOFT suggesting a stronger interdomain stability.

Step-Strain Cyclic Tests. The dog-bone-shaped samples were
strongly fixed between mechanical clamps since TPU are very tough.
An optical detection system was used to measure the local stretch in
the gauge area of the sample and to check the absence of slippage
from the clamps during the test. The samples were loaded under
uniaxial conditions at the stretch rate of λ̇ = 4 s−1. The loading was
performed in a stepwise mode: 10 cycles were performed for each
increasing value of maximum applied stretch λk for both TPU. The
stress was reduced to σ = 0 between two successive steps to prevent
buckling. The mechanical quantities strain ε, stretch λ, Hencky strain
h, nominal stress σ, and true stress T are defined as below.

l l
l

l
l

h
l

l
F

A
Td

1
d ln( )

(1 )

l

l
0

0 0 0

0∫ ∫ε λ ε λ σ

σ ε

=
−

= = = = =

= · +

Here, l0 and l indicate the initial length and instantaneous length,
respectively; A0 is the initial cross-sectional area; and F is the
measured force.

WAXS and SAXS Characterization. In situ WAXS and SAXS
experiments were carried out under two conditions: on relaxed
samples (λ = 1) and on strained samples (λ = 2.5). The first set of
experiments (λ = 1) was carried out on a GANESHA 300XL+ system
from JJ X-ray 1 in the X-ray lab at DSM Materials Science Center in
the Netherlands. The in situ experiments on strained samples (λ =
2.5) were carried out at the PETRA III beamline P03 at Deutsches
Elektronen-Synchrotron (DESY) in Hamburg. The technical details
of the scattering experiments are summarized in Table 1.

The two-dimensional (2D) scattering data were integrated using
the software tool FIT-2D.19 All data were corrected by subtracting
background scattering. In situ WAXS and SAXS experiments were

Table 1. Parameters of X-ray Experiments

facility DESY, Petra III DSM resolve

energy 13 keV 8.4 keV
wavelength (ν) 0.096 nm 0.15 nm
beam size 22 × 16 μm2 300 × 300 μm2 (SAXS)

700 × 700 μm2 (WAXD)
step width 100 μm
distance from detector

SAXS 4050 mm 1465 mm
WAXS 171 mm 120 mm

image resolution 172 × 172 pixel 172 × 172 pixel
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carried out for two sets of samples: samples that were pre-fatigued and
pristine samples. All of them contained a notch. For in situ
experiments, the notched pure-shear specimens were stretched in a
displacement-controlled mode up to λ = 2.25, then 2D WAXS and
SAXS scans were performed along the entire sample’s length parallel
to the crack and in front of it. The position of the first point (the
actual crack tip) has an uncertainty of ±100 μm, i.e., the step width
between each successive scan. Figure 1a reports a schematic of the in
situ scattering experimental setup. Figure 1b is an example of the
crack profile of the loaded sample and shows the deformed mesh used
to evaluate the local strain at the crack tip. The axes X1 and X2
correspond to the direction parallel (meridional) and perpendicular
(equatorial) to the applied load.
WAXS Analysis. The 2D WAXS pattern was circularly integrated.

Peaks in the 2θ range between 12 and 20° were deconvoluted using
Gaussian/Lorentzian peak fitting routines. The crystalline fraction χc
was evaluated classically as the ratio between the total area of
crystalline peaks Icr and the total area (crystalline and amorphous: Icr
+ Iam) underneath the diffraction profile as

I
I Ic 2

cr

cr am
∫χ =

+θ

Azimuthal integration was performed on the most prominent peak
as indicated in Figure 2a. The obtained peak was then fitted with a
Gaussian function to calculate the full width at half-maximum
(FWHM) as in Figure 2b. The value of FWHM is indicative of the
variability of the lattice parameter around its average value and it is an
indication of the level of disorder of the structure. A high value of
FWHM indicates less order in the crystal phase.
SAXS Analysis. SAXS data are expressed in terms of intensity as a

function of wave vector q 4 sin= π θ
ν , where 2θ is the scattering angle

and ν is the wavelength. The long period L represents the recurrent
spacing periodicity between hard domains,1 and it was calculated as

L
q
2= π

* , where q* represents the center of the Gaussian fitting of the

peak in the 1D SAXS profile.
Cyclic Fatigue Experiments. Fatigue results are generally

expressed in terms of crack propagation per cycle dc/dn vs G. All
of the experiments were carried out on pure-shear samples following
the procedure developed for TPU by Scetta et al. in a previous paper.3

The curve G(λmax) was evaluated on un-notched pure-shear samples
by applying sinusoidal cycles between σmin = 0 and an increasing value
of the maximum stretch λmax at the frequency of 10 Hz. Under cyclic
conditions, the stress−stretch curve of TPU shows a very marked
stress softening and some residual strain that eventually stabilizes
between 5000 and 10 000 cycles. This effect is known as shake down.4

We used the stress−stretch curve at 10 000 cycles to evaluate G(λmax)
as G = HWPS(λmax), where H is the unstrained height of the pure-
shear sample and WPS is the strain energy density as a function of the
maximum applied stretch λmax in the pure-shear geometry.17 To
evaluate the crack propagation per cycle, a single long notch of 22 mm
was cut on pristine samples. Each notched sample was strained
between σmin = 0 and λmax for a minimum of 36 000 cycles. During the
test, the extension of the crack was monitored using a digital camera
(BAUMER VCXU-32M) with a resolution of 3.1 Megapixel equipped
with a macro-objective resulting in a pixel size of 38 μm. The crack
propagation rate stabilizes after 5000−10 000 cycles and then we
evaluated dc/dn.

Digital Image Correlation (DIC). DIC is a technique that allows
measuring displacement fields by matching a reference with a
deformed image. Here, the Correli-LMT software,20 which represents
the displacement field by the same kind of mesh as in finite element
methods, was used. The final displacement is evaluated using an

Figure 1. Sketch of the experimental setup for WAXD and SAXS in situ experiments (a). Example of open crack profile and deformed mesh
obtained from DIC analysis (b). X1 and X2 indicate the directions parallel (meridional) and perpendicular (equatorial) to the applied load,
respectively.

Figure 2. Example of azimuthal integration to evaluate the orientation factor (a). Example of Gaussian fitting of azimuthal one-dimensional (1D)
profile to evaluate the FWHM (b).
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algorithm that minimizes the difference in the gray levels between the
matched images, while imposing some level of regularity to the
solutions.
The objective adopted for this analysis corresponds to a pixel size

of 7 μm and the mesh size was x chosen as 16 pixels. Under this
condition, the spatial resolution of the DIC analysis (minimum
distance between two adjacent estimates of displacement) was 112
μm. Since the datapoint associated by convention with a distance of 0
mm from the crack tip is indeed the closest available point, this spatial
resolution should also be considered as an uncertainty on the distance
of such point from the crack tip. The samples were uniformly backlit.
A random speckle texture was obtained by black ink spraying, a
method which provides a good contrast with the sample surface
(either white or transparent). For each DIC characterization, a set of
40−60 images was acquired between σmin = 0 and λmax. To minimize
the alteration of the gray levels by the large applied strains during
DIC, the correlation procedure was first performed between each
couple of subsequent images starting from the unloaded condition up
to the maximum strain. Then, the total displacement for each λ was
evaluated by progressively adding the differential displacement fields
of each step. The total displacement field was then used to evaluate
the local strain field following the same procedure as in Mzabi et al.21

■ RESULTS

Tensile Tests. Figure 3a reports the stress−stretch curve in
uniaxial tension at 23 °C and highlights the main differences in
large strain behavior between TPU_XTAL and TPU_SOFT.
Both TPU are characterized by a high extensibility at failure
(more than 1000%) and, after an initial linear elastic regime
that only lasts a few percent strain, they soften as displayed in
Figure 3b. In the case of TPU_XTAL, this is rapidly followed
by a marked strain hardening, which is much less pronounced
in TPU_SOFT. Table 2 reports the elastic moduli as well as
the stress and stretch at break for both TPU.
Cyclic Fatigue. Figure 4a shows the values of dc/dn in the

steady-state regime as a function of G for both TPU. The
threshold values, Gt, indicated in the picture, are convention-
ally evaluated using the same procedure adopted in our
previous paper3 and correspond to the minimum value of G

below which during a single fatigue experiment lasting 36 000
cycles and with the resolution of our optical system (38 μm),
we could not detect any crack propagation. Under this
condition, the minimum detectable crack growth per cycle was

equal to: 1 nm/cyclem38
36 000 cycles

∼ . Using this definition, the

values of Gt were found to be ∼3 and ∼5 kJ/m2 for
TPU_SOFT and TPU_XTAL, respectively. We underline that
this is not a physical value of Gt, but it depends on the
experimental system, and we cannot exclude that higher
resolution and/or longer testing may lead to a lower value of
Gt. Nevertheless, in classical rubbers, the average threshold Gt
is typically found between 40 and 100 J/m,2,22,23 well below
those obtained for TPU, which present a fatigue threshold
(and the corresponding stretch λ) more than 1 order of
magnitude larger. Above the threshold, dc/dn of TPU_XTAL
increases as a power law ≈ G2.7. This behavior is similar to that
found in several elastomeric systems, where the exponent n
varies between 1 and 4.24 On the other hand, TPU_SOFT has
a rapid transition between a very slow- or almost not
propagating regime to a fast-propagating regime, where the
values of dc/dn are only weakly dependent on G and are higher
than that for TPU_XTAL at comparable G. The toughness,
generally defined as a critical value Gc or Γ above which the
crack propagates so fast that the sample breaks in a few
cycles,25 must be above 20 kJ/m2 in both TPU since this
unstable regime was not observed. For comparison, for a
typical filled natural rubber with similar linear modulus, the
average value of toughness is generally below 10 kJ/m2.25

Overall, both TPU have a higher fatigue resistance than
classical filled elastomers at the same applied G and require a
much higher strain to propagate the crack during cyclic fatigue.
Figure 4b reports an equivalent representation in terms of dc/
dn vs the maximum stretch λmax, which demonstrates the
extremely large strain required to propagate a crack in cyclic
fatigue for TPU. Interestingly, comparable values of dc/dn for a
similarly high value of λmax were reported by Li et al.26 in a
hydrogel material, which, similarly to TPU, presents a
multiphase morphology. They showed that highly fatigue
resistance hydrogels containing a reinforcing hard phase at the
100 nm scale, much larger than the characteristic size of the
polymer network defined as the characteristic distance between
cross-links (10 nm), can be deformed at λmax > 1 for thousands
of cycles without initiating a catastrophic propagation of the
crack. In those systems, the maximum stretch is a critical
parameter in determining the resistance of the material against
fatigue.

Figure 3. Uniaxial nominal stress−stretch curve of TPU_XTAL and TPU_SOFT at 23 °C (a). Zoom on the small stretch region (b).

Table 2. Tangent Modulus (E), Maximum Stretch (λb), and
Maximum Nominal Stress (σb) at Break for TPU_XTAL and
TPU_SOFT at 23 °C

name E[MPa] λ σb[MPa]

TPU_XTAL 8.7 15.4 25.1
±0.1 ±1.2 ±1.3

TPU_SOFT 7.8 19.1 11.5
±0.1 ±2.8 ±0.8
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Stiffening Effect in Cycles of Uniaxial Deformation.
Characterizing the large strain cyclic behavior is fundamental
to better understand the fatigue resistance of TPU. In cyclic
fatigue, the crack propagates at levels of bulk applied stretch
considerably lower than the strain at break in quasi-static
extension. Despite that, close to the crack tip, the local strain is
higher than in the bulk because of the stress and strain
concentration induced by the crack. The history of a material
point being approached by the propagating crack during cyclic
fatigue can be simplistically represented by step-strain cyclic
experiments up to rupture. In a previous paper,27 we
performed cyclic uniaxial loading at increasing values of
maximum stretch for the same TPU used in this work. We
demonstrated that the dissipative behavior in the uniaxial
extension of TPU_SOFT and TPU_XTAL is qualitatively very
similar and cannot thus explain in any obvious way the
considerably higher fatigue resistance of TPU_XTAL. As
explained in our previous work,27 during the cyclic experi-
ments, the stress−strain response of the material is
permanently affected by the maximum applied strain and it
does not follow the classical trend observed in cross-linked
elastomers. We confirmed this result with two different
indicators both at large and small strain, and in Figure 5, we

report the evolution of the tangent modulus E (calculated at
low strain) with λc as often done to estimate damage in
elastomers. For both TPU, E first decreases, as commonly
observed in filled elastomers,28 and above a critical strain, it
increases again achieving the same or higher value than the
pristine sample. Overall, these results indicate a permanent
stiffening effect, which combined with a residual deformation
strongly suggests a strain-induced modification in the TPU

microstructure. Figure 5 also shows that the stiffening effect in
TPU_XTAL, which can crystallize under strain, is considerably
more pronounced than in TPU_SOFT for all values of applied
maximum stretch. To understand the role of the increase of the
elastic modulus with applied strain in TPU under cyclic fatigue,
we carried out a complete evaluation of the strain field and of
the reorganization of the microstructure at the crack tip before
and after fatigue cycling in TPU_XTAL and TPU_SOFT.

Local Strain Gradient in TPU before and after
Fatigue. Figure 6 reports the value of the local stretch λ1 in
the loading direction calculated at different distances from the
crack tip for both TPU by DIC. Two sets of samples were
used: pristine and fatigued. Pristine samples were directly
strained at λmax = 2.25, while fatigued samples were previously
cycled for 36 000 cycles and then monotonically strained at the
same value of λmax.
For comparable distances from the crack tip, the value of

vertical strain λ1 of the fatigued sample is lower than that of its
pristine counterpart in both TPU. However, in the case of
TPU_XTAL, the strain localization is much less pronounced
after fatigue and only involves a smaller area around the crack
(≈1000 μm), compared to TPU_SOFT (>2000 μm). This
result is consistent with the more pronounced cyclic strain-
stiffening effect of TPU_XTAL reported in Figure 5. At the
beginning of the test, the action of repeated cycles at the same
value of λmax gradually modifies the local response of the
material, which eventually becomes stiffer and less stretchable
at the crack tip explaining the lower values of λ1 in fatigued
samples. This effect is also accompanied by an overall induced
uniformization of the strain gradient after fatigue as shown in
Figure 7, which reports the strain distribution of λ1 along the
direction X1, parallel to the applied load, in the close vicinity of
the crack tip. An additional remark must be made concerning
the value of λmax in fatigued samples. As shown in our previous
work,3,27 TPU generally present some residual strain when
cyclically loaded in uniaxial tension. The latter implies that the
actual length l0

fatigued of unloaded samples after fatigue is longer
than the original in pristine sample l0, which we used to
evaluate λmax. Therefore, the real stretch experienced by the
material is lower than λmax. This effect is visible in Figure 6 for
both TPU, where, for large distances from the crack tip, the
value of λ1 at the plateau (which corresponds to the
macroscopic applied λmax) is slightly higher in pristine than
in fatigued sample. This effect is however barely distinguish-
able and cannot explain the remarkable reduction of the strain
singularity after fatigue.

Figure 4. Crack growth rate per cycle as a function of the applied release rate G (a) and applied stretch λmax (b) for TPU_XTAL and TPU_SOFT
at 23 °C.

Figure 5. Tangent modulus E vs maximum Hencky strain for both
TPU at 23 °C.
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Effect of the Strain Gradient on the Microstructure in
Pristine and Fatigued TPU. As previously explained, the
mechanical properties of TPU are intrinsically related to the
hard−soft domains organization. The natural physical
explanation for the overall reduction in the intensity of the
strain singularity in the crack tip zone in fatigued TPU must be
found in the peculiar microstructural rearrangements induced
by cyclic loading.
In situ WAXS and SAXS experiments were carried out at

different distances from the crack tip on notched pure-shear
samples of TPU_XTAL and TPU_SOFT loaded at λmax = 2.25
as detailed in the Materials and Methods section. Also, in this
structural analysis, two sets of samples were used: pristine and
fatigued as already described for the analysis by DIC. We first
discuss notched pristine samples loaded to λmax = 2.25. Figure
8a shows representative WAXS and SAXS 2D patterns at two
different sample locations, far away (bulk) and very close to
the crack tip, obtained for pristine TPU_XTAL (the
corresponding images for TPU_SOFT are reported in Figure
S2). A first qualitative analysis of the 2D patterns reveals two
important phenomena: (i) the development of a strain-induced
anisotropy both in the bulk and in the crack tip zone and (ii)
the change in the structure of the material as the local strain
gradient develops. More specifically:

(i) The anisotropic character of strained TPU_XTAL is
visible in all diffraction patterns. The darker area along
the meridional direction in the circular 2D WAXS

images indicates that the amorphous SS gradually orient
toward the loading direction.7 Additionally, the presence
of two meridional sharp reflections (or lobes) in the
SAXS images indicates the preferential tilting of the HD
along the meridional (loading direction) axis.7,9,10,29

(ii) The dissimilar morphology developed as the strain
gradient increases is demonstrated by the different
patterns observed in the bulk and in the crack tip region.
In the 2D SAXS patterns corresponding to the crack tip
area, the two meridional lobes are clearly less intense,
while a new equatorial sharp streak appears. The
appearance of the streak can be associated with either
the presence of voids30,31 or a fibrillar morphology32 and
is frequently found in TPU deformed in large
strains.7−10,14,29 This feature stems from the destruction
of HD in favor of rod-like soft domains composed of
both elongated SS and HS in the most strained region at
the crack tip. A similar behavior was also observed in
TPU_SOFT (Figure S2). The 1D WAXS integrated
profiles for TPU_XTAL and TPU_SOFT are reported
in Figure 8b,c. In the case of TPU_XTAL (Figure 8b),
the 1D WAXS profile close to the crack tip shows the
presence of two main crystalline peaks, absent in the
bulk, indicating the presence of well-oriented strain-
induced crystallization (SIC)29,33 in the higher stretched
area (see DIC data in Figure 6). On the other hand,
crystalline peaks are clearly detected in the bulk and still

Figure 6. Maximum stretch in the loading direction λ1 as a function of the distance from the open crack tip evaluated for TPU_XTAL (a) and
TPU_SOFT (b), both pristine and after being fatigued for 36 000 cycles at λmax = 2.25.

Figure 7. Distribution of the maximum λ1 at the crack tip along the loading direction X1 for pristine and fatigued TPU_XTAL (a) and TPU_SOFT
(b).
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visible close to the crack tip for TPU_SOFT in the 1D
WAXS profile of Figure 8c. The position of these peaks
corresponds to those of the crystallized butadiene
terephthalate29 (PBT) sequence probably present as a
comonomer in TPU_SOFT. This is however a hard
segment (crystalline in the absence of strain) becoming
less crystalline with strain.

To evaluate how the effect of several cycles affects the local
structure evolution in TPU, we now compare the X-ray
scattering results obtained at a similar distance from the crack
tip for pristine and fatigued samples of TPU strained at λmax ≈
2.25. Consistent with the DIC results of Figure 6, we find that
the level of orientation and crystallinity is lower for fatigued
samples than for pristine ones. Figure 9a shows in particular
the ratio between peak widths FWHMp′ and FWHMf′, where
FWHM′ indicates the averaged FWHM values of the peak

integrated along the azimuthal direction (as indicated in the
Materials and Methods section) in the region within 500 μm of
the crack tip and the subscripts p and f stand for the pristine
and fatigued sample, respectively. Values lower than unity
indicate that the quality of the crystal orientation in the pristine
sample is higher than that for the fatigued sample, at a
comparable distance from the crack tip. This implies that the
crystallites that were either produced during strain (TPU_X-
TAL) or originally present in the hard domains (TPU_SOFT)
become fragmented and less oriented during fatigue. In the
case of TPU_XTAL, we can also extract the crystalline fraction
χ, at different distances from the crack tip for both pristine and
fatigued samples (Figure 9b). It is striking to see that while
strain-induced crystallization is very active in pristine samples
(χ gradually increases when approaching the crack tip), the
degree of crystallinity at the crack tip almost completely

Figure 8. Representative in situ WAXD and SAXS 2D pattern for TPU_XTAL close and far from the open crack for pristine sample monotonically
strained at λmax = 2.25 (a). Integrated 1D profile of WAXS crystalline peak in TPU_XTAL (b) and TPU_SOFT (c) obtained for the crack tip and
the bulk area at λmax = 2.25.

Figure 9. Values of averaged FWHM ratio between pristine and fatigued sample (a) and crystalline fraction in TPU_XTAL at increasing distance
from the crack for pristine and fatigued sample (b) monotonically strained at λmax = 2.25.
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disappears in fatigued samples (Figure 9b). After being
fatigued, both TPU_SOFT and TPU_XTAL are less oriented
and, in the case of TPU_XTAL, show less strain-induced
crystallinity when stretched again. This reduced ability of the
cycled sample to orient and crystallize under stretch is
somewhat counterintuitive, considering the remarkable fatigue
resistance showed by both TPU, and especially by
TPU_XTAL. Since the fraction of strain-induced crystallites
increases with the applied strain,34 we believe that the lower
crystalline fraction found in fatigued sample is a direct
consequence of the reduced strain concentration (and
therefore a lower value of maximum strain) generated at the
crack tip during cyclic fatigue.
Permanent Modification of the Microstructure

Induced by Strain History. In the previous section, we
showed that loading cycles induce some reorganization of the
original two-phase structure of TPU when stretched at the
same value of λmax = 2.25. We now investigate whether the
original morphology is completely recovered when the sample
is unloaded. To understand which changes are permanent after
the removal of the external load, we compare the scattering
patterns of TPU in its relaxed state (λ = 1) for pristine and
fatigued sample with those obtained at λmax = 2.25. Figure 10
shows 2D SAXS images and the corresponding 1D scattering
profiles for TPU_XTAL (a) and TPU_SOFT (b). In both
cases, the 1D scattering profile is shifted at higher q for the
unloaded fatigued sample; therefore, the interdomain distance
L related to the periodicity of the hard and soft phases reduces
slightly for unloaded fatigued sample. The decrease of L can be
interpreted as permanent fragmentation of HD in smaller units
during the fatigue experiment10 as shown in Figure 10a,b for
TPU_XTAL and TPU_SOFT, respectively. It is worthy to
remark that the SAXS analysis for the unloaded sample was
performed around 30 days after the sample was fatigued. This
led us to believe that such fragmentation is not easy to recover
at ambient temperature even for materials that present some
relaxation effects as physical cross-linked TPU.
The fragmentation of HD is not the only permanent effect

induced by cyclic loading on TPU. In the case of TPU_XTAL,
the new crystalline phase formed near the crack tip during
cycling is partially retained after fatigue as shown by the
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) thermograms compar-
ing pristine TPU_XTAL and a pure-shear sample that was
previously fatigued (Figure 11). As also reported by other
authors,35 the endothermic peak (Tm_SIC) absent in the
pristine sample is associated with a new crystalline phase

generated during loading, which persists after the removal of
the load (red bars in the schematic of Figure 11).

■ DISCUSSION
Model To Explain the Strain-Induced Reinforcement

in TPU. In strained TPU containing an initial crack, the strain
singularity along the crack direction X2, expressed as the
stretch field λ1(X2) evaluated at different distances X2 ahead of
the crack tip, is accompanied by a progressive change in the
microstructure as proved by X-ray analysis. The changes in
local microstructure with applied uniaxial strain in TPU have
been investigated in-depth in the past for homogeneously
strained samples.7,10,11,13,14,29,33,36 Different authors showed
that some of those changes are permanent and that the
unloaded material does not completely recover its original
state,10,16,29 but, depending on the maximum experienced
strain, the polymer retains a certain degree of anisotropy or
strain-induced crystallites as shown by the DSC analysis in
Figure 11. In particular, for TPU made from SS able to
crystallize under strain, the formation of new crystalline
domains, which are persistent after unloading, may be
responsible for the strengthening of the material with
increasing strain. In our case, the modulus of both TPU
increases with applied strain, but X-ray analysis shows that only
TPU_XTAL crystallizes under strain. This indicates that the
strengthening effect induced by the strain is not uniquely
related to the formation of a crystalline phase, but is a general
property due to the self-organized structure of TPU in soft and
hard domains. We believe that the permanent reorganization of
the two-phase microstructure in TPU induces stiffening of the

Figure 10. Two-dimensional SAXS images and the corresponding 1D profile for pristine and unloaded fatigued (after 36 000 cycles) TPU_XTAL
(a) and TPU_SOFT (b). The schematics show the decrease of L and the fragmentation of the HD structure before and after fatigue testing (not all
soft segments are represented for clarity). The X-ray patterns were collected at DSM, the Netherlands.

Figure 11. DSC thermogram for TPU_XTAL: pristine and fatigued
sample. The inset is a magnification of the endothermic peak in the
fatigued sample corresponding to the melt of crystallites schematically
represented as red bars.
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material through two main possible mechanisms, which in
some cases can act simultaneously:

(1) Above a certain value of λmax, the original HD are
fragmented into smaller units and this new structure
partially persists after the removal of the strain (as
suggested by the decrease of the long period for strained
TPU (Figure 10)). The fragmentation of HD may
contribute to the increase in stiffness in two different and
complementary ways:

(A) Filler-like effect of HD. In a homogeneously stretched
sample at the same “filler volume fraction”, these smaller
and probably well-dispersed HD contribute more to the
modulus in analogy with a nanoparticle effect.

(B) Physical cross-linking effect of HD. In classical cross-
linked elastomers, the elastic modulus is defined by the
number of elastically active chains per unit volume. In
pristine TPU, we can consider that not all of the
polymer chains are elastically active and some of them
are coiled in closed loops. When HD are fragmented in
smaller units, some elastic chains can be released from
their original conformation as schematically shown in
Figure 12. In this case, although the density of elastic
soft segment chains remains unchanged, the number of
elastically active ones can increase causing an increase of
the modulus. The reloaded sample thus shows both an
increase in tangent modulus and a decrease in the
stretch at break with applied strain as shown in our
previous paper.27

(2) In this new reconfiguration of HD, some soft chains,
which were highly elongated during the deformation of
the sample, may be prevented from recovering their
original configuration, thus remaining partially elongated
in the unloaded sample explaining the presence of
residual crystallinity in TPU_XTAL. This residual
crystalline phase acts as additional hard domains as
suggested by the larger increase of E (and reduction of
λ1) in TPU_XTAL. This leads to a further increase of
the fatigue resistance compared to noncrystallizing TPU,

but it is not a necessary condition for strain-induced
reinforcement of TPU.

Effects Related to the Presence of a Crack in Cyclic
Deformation. Previous investigations on the structural
evolution of soft TPU with applied strain mainly focused on
homogeneously strained materials and sometimes discussed a
remarkable strain-stiffening after elongation.10 To the best of
our knowledge, the effect of the presence of a crack and its
associated strain localization has never been investigated in this
context. In Figure 6, we have shown that the presence of a
strain gradient at the crack tip causes a corresponding spatial
gradient in the structural reorganization within the TPU, thus
affecting the local mechanical response to the applied strain.
Intriguingly, we also observed that the repetition of several
loading cycles (at the same bulk λmax) leads to a decrease of the
strain-induced anisotropy and crystallinity fraction (in
TPU_XTAL) in the crack tip region and, in general, to a
decrease in the sharpness of the structural gradient. We infer
that the less oriented structure created by cyclic fatigue at the
crack tip, compared to their pristine counterpart, is associated
with a reduction of the severity of the strain concentration at
the crack tip with number of cycles. Obviously, in cyclic
fatigue, the strain experienced in the bulk is lower than that
close to the crack tip, which in turn controls the crack
propagation rate. This difference in strain generates a spatially
heterogeneous structure consisting of the region far from the
crack, which is deformed at below λc (and similarly to classical
elastomers has tangent modulus E lower than the pristine
material, see Figure 5) and a stiffer core in the crack tip region,
where the strain eventually may become large enough to
overcome the critical λc generating an increase in E, which
locally becomes equal to (TPU_SOFT) or higher (TPU_X-
TAL) than the pristine one. This difference in stiffness
produced by the spatial-dependent restructuration of hard
domains can be consequently interpreted as a sort of
protecting mechanism, which, after a short transitory, shields
the crack tip from achieving a very large strain, which may
produce the rupture of material and therefore is correlated to
crack propagation. Because of the stiffened core, the material

Figure 12. Sketch of the effect of elongation on HD restructuration.

Figure 13. Sketch of the spatial evolution of the tangent modulus E and strain λ1 for pristine and fatigued TPU. In a notched and loaded pristine
TPU, E is constant and a strain gradient is induced by the presence of the crack in the neighboring area (a). After thousands of cycles, the
reorganization at the crack tip generates a hard core with a higher local modulus than the bulk, which strengthens the crack tip reducing the strain
field compared to the loaded pristine sample (b).
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far from the crack in the fatigued TPU must deform more to
reach the same local strain around the crack tip compared to
the pristine sample and results in a decrease in the severity of
the strain concentration at the crack tip as visible in Figures 6
and 7. The proposed scenario is schematically shown in Figure
13 and is consistent with the lower crystallinity observed in
TPU_XTAL after fatigue.
Noteworthy, the equatorial streak that we observed in the

SAXS 2D pattern for the area close to the crack tip (Figure 8)
above a characteristic stretch (λmax > 2.25) is characteristically
seen by X-ray scattering in several TPU1,7,8,10 and was
associated with the presence of either fibrillar structures or
voids, which could be seen as a signature of certain damage
produced in the system. For moderate applied macroscopic
strains, this streak is only visible in the crack tip regime.
However, when the whole sample is strained above this stretch
threshold, some structural damage can take place in the bulk
causing a ruin of the sample.
Effect of Crack Tip Stiffening on the Energy Available

for Crack Propagation in Fatigue. We should finally
discuss how the local spatial reorganization is related to the
energy available for crack advance in cyclic fatigue. Mzabi et
al.5 proposed the concept of local energy release rate glocal,
indicating the locally stored elastic energy available for crack
propagation in different SBR. They considered the highly
strained zone at the crack tip as homogeneously strained at
εmax11 (corresponding to the maximum strain detected by
DIC). glocal was estimated as follows

g W h( )local max 0ε=

where εmax is the maximum strain calculated with DIC at the
crack tip, W(εmax) indicates the elastic strain energy

W( ) dmax 0
max∫ε α ε=

ε
obtained from the uniaxial tension

curve, and h0 is the size of the strain concentration region in
the loading direction. In that paper, they show that different
SBR, differing by almost 2 orders of magnitude in terms of dc/
dn vs G, fall on a master curve when dc/dn is plotted against
glocal. In particular, the highest fatigue-resistant SBR presents
both a lower level of local strain at the crack tip and less elastic
energy available at the crack tip (glocal) for the same value of
applied G. We decided to apply the proposed method3 to
calculate the local energy available at the crack tip glocal in the
pristine and fatigued TPU loaded at λmax = 2.25. According to
Mzabi et al.,5 ho corresponds to the portion of the material in
the loading direction where εmax > 0.95ε11 and was calculated
from the data of Figure 7. We used the 1st and 10th cycles to
evaluate W(εmax) (and therefore glocal) in pristine and fatigued
samples, respectively. The choice of using the 10th cycle of the
sample under uniaxial loading to evaluate glocal for the fatigued
sample is justified by the fact that the major changes in the
cyclic stress−strain curve of the TPU take place at the
beginning of the test. All of the values are reported in Table 3.
Noteworthy, in the case of the fatigued sample, glocal provides
only an upper bound value of the strain energy density
experienced by the material at the crack tip. Indeed, as
discussed in our previous paper, during cyclic loading, the
strain energy G reduces with number of cycles. The most
dramatic drop in G vs cycle occurs within the first cycles and
then gradually achieves a steady state after some thousands of
cycles. For the same maximum applied strain, pristine
TPU_SOFT, which has a lower fatigue resistance than
TPU_XTAL, has higher values of glocal. Moreover, the

measured glocal in fatigued samples is always lower than that
measured in the pristine counterpart, and the drop is
considerably more pronounced in TPU_XTAL (which
presented the lowest values of λ1 (X2) measured in DIC
after fatigue in all of the area around the crack tip (Figure 6)).
This result is in agreement with the suggestion of Mzabi et al.
that the crack propagation resistance does depend on the strain
energy available within the highly strained region at the crack
tip. In the case of TPU_XTAL, the ability of crystallization
under strain and the corresponding remarkable increase in the
modulus with applied stretch not only reduces the local strain
but also the elastic energy available to propagate the crack
compared to TPU_SOFT (where SIC is absent and the only
strengthening mechanism at the crack tip is the fragmentation
of HD). Differently from SBR and other typical vulcanized
elastomers, the peculiar feature of the TPU is their ability to
maintain an excellent reversible elasticity in the bulk (necessary
for applications), while retaining the ability to plastically
deform at high strain to reduce the severity of the strain
concentration at the crack tip. A similar mechanism has been
recently shown for polyampholyte hydrogels, where a strain-
dependent structural change is also active.26

■ CONCLUSIONS
The cyclic fatigue behavior and structural evolution of notched
samples of two commercial soft TPU with nearly identical
small strain moduli but different large strain behavior have
been investigated at room temperature in the pure-shear
geometry3 and reported as dc/dn vs G. For both TPU, the
presence of a strain gradient in an area close to the loaded
crack was shown to generate a self-strengthening nonuniform
spatial organization of the TPU microstructure above a
threshold value of strain. The more highly strained region at
the crack tip becomes stiffer than the bulk, reducing the
intensity of the strain concentration and the elastic energy
available at the crack tip. As a result of this weak strain
concentration, the crack propagation resistance in TPU is
markedly increased compared to classical vulcanized elasto-
mers. Furthermore, the presence of strain-induced crystal-
lization in one of the TPU improves the cyclic fatigue
resistance by reinforcing the crack tip in a similar way to that in
stretched natural rubbers with the main difference that the
phenomenon in TPU is not completely reversible and some
residual crystals are still visible in unloaded TPU. Defining a
local elastic strain energy glocal based on the methodology of
Mzabi et al., we further show that a lower glocal leads to a lower
value of dc/dn at the same applied λ.
However, when λmax exceeds a critical value of stretch, the

HD restructuration and some damage (suggested by the
equatorial streak) start to occur within the whole sample and
no longer selectively at the crack tip. Under those loading

Table 3. εmax11, ho, W(εmax), and glocal for TPU_SOFT and
TPU_XTAL for Pristine (P) and Fatigued (F) Sample
Strained at λmax = 2.25 Corresponding to Steady State G of
5600 and 7800 [J/m2], Respectively

G
[J/m2] εmax11

ho
[mm]

W(εmax)
[MJ/m3]

glocal
[J/m2]

TPU_SOFT_P 2.8 0.58 3.69 2143
TPU_SOFT_F 5600 2.13 0.78 1.68 1316
TPU_XTAL_P 2.53 0.56 3.62 2028
TPU_XTAL_F 7800 1.7 0.28 2.39 671
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conditions, the entire material would experience a strain-
induced stiffening effect without the formation of a hard core
protecting the crack tip leading to a higher crack propagation
rate.
Our study clearly shows that this self-strengthening

mechanism due to localized crack tip plasticity is active in
commercial TPU and is responsible for their remarkable
enhanced fatigue resistance at high strains. Interestingly, the
value of such a localized stiffening mechanism may be more
general and a similar localized strengthening has been observed
for microphase-separated polyampholyte hydrogels.26
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